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TIME LIMITATIONS IN THE ORPHANS' COURT
AND REQUIREMENTS AS TO NOTICE
By
R. M. REMICK*
From the time of the death of the decedent until the final settlement of his
estate, few things are of more importance to the attorney in charge of the administration than the observance of certain limitations as to time and requirements
as to notice as they may be found in the Acts of Assembly, Rules of Court or reported decisions.
The limitations as to time are of importance and should be carefully studied
from two viewpoints-first, to avoid, by a proper observance of the full time
*Member of the Philadelphia Bar; practiced exclusively in the Orphans' Court since 1918;
author of Pennsylvania Orphans' Court Practice. (This article is taken from the notes used by

Mr. Ke8 cin
MShis actw.bre
J~ier ".iladephia Lar. As#oriona. December 3, 1945 and hence
somre of the comments therein ame applieabte only to practite in that ctvaty).
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allowed in each case, errors that might arise from too hasty action, and on the
other hand so as to be sure to perform the necessary acts and things required from
time to time within the time limit fixed, the observance of, which is in many cases
mandatory, and the neglect of which in such cases may result in irretrievable
loss to the client.
Of equal importance is the question of notice, It would seem to be as much
a matter of common sense as of law to realize that when any act or thing is done
in connection with the settlement of an estate which may affect the rights of a
third party, such party must have notice, and in many cases the exact method
of such notice is set forth in detail and must be accurately followed. Frequently
phrases will be found, such as "due notice to all parties interested," or " so far
as such notice can reasonably be given."
Actually, there are two clear-cut methods of assuring that notice has been
given. The first and the one most conducive of the least litigation is to have
notice of the proposed proceeding accepted in writing by the person involved,
or as permitted in most cases by his attorney of record. In the absence of such,
the method outlined by statute or rule of court must be strictly followed.
The question has at all times (at least since 1832) been of sufficient importance that an entire section of the Orphans' Court Act' is devoted thereto
and provides as follows:
"Inall cases in which heirs, legatees or distributees are interested, and in consequence of such interest, notice shall be required to be given to them or any of them, of any proceedings
in the orphans' court, such notice shall, except in the case of the
accounts of executors or administrators, and in other cases specially
provided for, be given in such manner, personally, by registered
mail, or by publication, as shall appear to the court to be reasonable and proper, according to general rules adopted by the court,
or special orders made by the court in particular cases."
Also an entire section of the Orphans' Court Rules adopted by the Supreme
Court and effective as of the first Monday of July, 1943, is devoted to the subject, and provides as follows:
"Section 5: Notice.
"Rule, 1. Method.
"Except where otherwise provided by a rule adopted by the
Supreme Court or by an Act of Assembly, whenever notice is to be
given a person, it shall be given
"(a) by service upon the attorney appearing of record for
such person; or
"(b) if there is no such attorney, by personal service, delivery
at the residence of such person or by mail, if his residence is known; or
ISec. 12, 20 PS 2291..
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"(c) if his residence is not known, by publication once a
week during three successive calendar weeks in the legal
periodical, if any, and in a newspaper of general circulation publishe at or near his last known residence
within the county: or
"(d) in such other manner as the court shall direct.
"Rule 2. Method. Person Under Incapacity.
"Whenever notice is to be given a person who is not sui juris,
notice shall be given to his guardian, trustee, or committee appointed in this Commonwealth, but if there is no such guardian,
trustee, or committee, notice shall be given in such manner as the
court by general rule or special order shall direct. The return
of such notice or an averment of such notice in a pleading shalr, set
forth the incapacity of the person who is not sui juris and the name
and address of his representative or other person who has been
notified on his behalf:
"Rule 3. Time for Notice.
"Whenever notice of the intention to do any act is required,
such notice shall be given at least ten days prior to the doing of
the act, unless a different period is specified by a rule adopted by
the Supreme Court or by an Act of Assembly.
"Rule 4. Return of Notice.
"Return of notice shall be by affidavit of the person serving,
mailing, publishing or delivering such notice."
Rule 1. Under this Section 5 is amplified by our own local Rule 3 (E),
providing that:
A copy of every petition, pleading or other paper,
filed "(E)
in thecashllb
fie
d
cause,
interested parties." shall be served upon all counsel of record for
and Rule 2. by our local rule 5 (A) which provides as follows:
"5 (A). Whenever notice is to be given a person who is
not sui juris, it shall be given to his guardian, trustee or committee, appointed in this Commonwealth, but if there be no such
guardian, trustee or committee, the court upon the petition of any
party in interest, or upon its own motion, may appoint a guardian
or trustee ad litem as set forth in Supreme Court Rules § 12 R. 4,
and Act of May 21, 1943, P. L. 493, 20 PS 2741.
"If no guardian, trustee or committee has been appointed,
notice shall be given to a person not sui juris by serving it upon
the following:
"1. next of kin.
"2. spouse.
"3. to the person with whom he or she resides, or by
whom maintained.
"4. to the superintendent or other official of an institution
having custody of such person.
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"and if the person not sui juris is a minor over 14 years
of age
"5. upon the minor.
"Or in any case
"6. as the court may direct by special order."
A careful observance of these rules and regulations will save the practitioner
before the Orphans' Court many an embarrassing moment on the call of the
current motion list or in connection with an audit.
The actual notice itself where the proceeding is adverse is embodied in a
document as a citation, which is a writ issued by the Court and served as
provided by the Act 2 which outlines "the manner of proceeding in the Orphans'
Court to obtain the appearance of a person amenable to its jurisdiction and procedure in default of appearance."
Another case where notice, though not required by law, is certainly a matter of good sound common sense, if not of ordinary courtesy, arises in the administration of an estate by a fiduciary whether in due course or under a trust,
and that is to see to it that the parties actually in interest be kept advised of all
matters of any importance that may arise from time to time in connection with
the management of the affairs of the estate as by way of investment, conversion,
retention or otherwise. Fiduciaries are not infallible, but the cases that have
arisen during the past ten or fifteen years of attempts to surcharge such fiduciaries
for acts done in the management of estates would, in the opinion of the writer,
have been reduced by at least 80 or 90 per cent, if the parties actually interested had been taken into their confidence and advised of what was being done,
not in perfunctory or desultory fashion but in a way which would explain to them
just how the estate was being managed.
The question might be raised-how are you going to bring this notice home
to minors or bind persons presently unknown who might have a possible interest
in remainder? The answer is to have a guardian and trustee ad litem appointed
to represent such minors or such persons during the continuance of the administration or the trust, and the writer has found the court to be cooperative in making such an appointment where the circumstances were such as to warrant its
action.
Having in mind these general principles, we will now outline and discuss,
so far as time permits, the various circumstances and conditions under which time
limitations are imposed or notice required as above indicated.
Differing materially from the law in many other jurisdictions, no notice
whatever is required in the ordinary and normal case of an application for the
grant of letters, either testamentary or of administration. Strangely enough, it
2orphans' Court Act of 1917, Sec. 17, 20 PS 2331.
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is the requirement of our law that, except as hereinafter noted, a person must
actually be dead before letters are granted upon his estate, as the granting of
letters upon the estate of a living person, though supposed to be dead, is not
only voidable but a void act. 3 Also, while there is no law against it, no action
should be taken for the grant of letters until after the decedent has been, buried.
Thus it has been said: 4
"Whilst a rush for letters of administration and the granting
of the same on the day of the death of the decedent, in the absence
of some imperative necessity shown, should be held to be scandalous," there is, "no authority on which they can be declared void, as
against public policy."
While largely ignored at the present time, it has always seemed to the
writer to have been a commendable custom quite frequent in days gone by, to
have the family attorney or scrivener of the will present at the funeral, as certainly those most interested in the decedent would be present at such an occasion, and would thus be afforded an opportunity to learn at first hand the extent
to which their hopes have been realized or their fears confirmed. From the
standpoint of the nearest of kin, it also affords an opportunity to decide not only
whether a will contest is practicable but also advisable.
From the standpoint of the beneficiaries under the will or the next of kin
in the case of administration the time for the application of the grant of letters
is that nearest available after the burial of the decedent has been completed,
though there is no limit of time during which a will may be offered for probate, 5
though after three years from the date of the death of the testator a will has
no effect against a bona fide conveyance or mortgage of the real estate of the
6
decedent, duly recorded before the date of the offering of the will for probate.
If those who are entitled to letters of administration refuse to act, they are
notified of the proceeding and brought before the Register by citation. While
such power and authority is not specifically given in the Act,7 it would seem to
be a necessary corollary to the procedure incident to the appointment of an administrator among the classes authorized to act in the order of their priority in
the event of the neglect or refusal of those first entitled to renounce.
In the case of the probate of a will, however, should any person having the
possession or control thereof refuse to produce it, its production can be enforced, and in such case the Act8 specifically gives the Register having jurisdiction of the matter the right to issue his citation to such person requiring him
to produce and deposit the will in the Register's office for probate, and if such
SDevlin v. Commonwealth, 101 Pa. 273.
4Comfort's Est., 12 Pa. C. C. 571; 6 York 164.
5Register of Wills Act of 1917, P. L. 415, Sec. 16 (b) 20 PS 1887.
6id.
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 2 (b), 20 PS 343.
8
Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 8, 20 PS 1883.
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action is delayed for a space of fifteen days after personal service of the citation
the matter is certified to the Orphans' Court for further procedure by way of
attachment.
It was noted above that in the usual and ordinary case no notice of an application for the grant of letters is necessary. This is not true, however, in the
case of a nuncupative will. There the probate cannot be had "till fourteen days
after the day of the death of the decedent be fully expired" 9 and "unless process
have first issued" to call in those who would be entitled to administration in the
case of intestacy. 10 Also to be valid in the case of such a will the testator must
have "resided in the house of his habitation for the space of ten days or more
next before" the making of the will.1 *
Obviously to complete the probate of a will, the attendance of the subscribing witnesses or others competent in the matter is necessary, and if they are
recalcitrant in this regard their attendance before the Register can be compelled
on notice by means of a subpoena requiring them "to appear before said Register
at his office at a day certain not less than five days from the service of such
subpoena." 12
The probate or refusal of probate of any will is conclusive "unless within
two years from the date of such probate or refusal of probate those interested
shall appeal from the decree of the Register ....

,,i1

This is not a statute of

limitations 14 and does not necessarily apply in the case of forgery, 15 nor where
the will is nullity.' 6
Two years seems like a long while to wait around for somebody to take an
appeal from the probate of a will and in recognition of this fact the law' 7 provides an adequate remedy so that "any party entitled to appeal may be cited"
by the Orphans' Court "to show cause why he should not appeal within six months
from the date of such citation."
Prospective will contestants, however, rarely need any such spur. Generally
they or their counsel desire to act at the earliest possible moment, and in such
case the time is immediately after the death of the decedent, and notice of the
proposed procedure is given to the Register by an informal caveat filed with him.
As soon as practicable this should be followed by a formal caveat. Naturally and as of necessity this formal caveat will name the parties in interest affected
9 Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 6, 20 PS 193.
10id.
11Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 6, 20 PS 1881.
12Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 9, 20 PS 1884.
1'Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 16 (a), 20 PS 1886.
14Warfield v. Fox, 53 Pa. 382.
lORoberts' Est., 309 Pa. 389; Culbertson's Est., 301 Pa. 438, which hold that in such case

the right of appeal is ex gratia at the discretion of the court.
'STaylor's Est., 301 Pa. 7.
7

1 Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 21 (a), 20 PS 2005.
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by the procedure, and the Register will require proof that such parties adversely
affected by the procedure have had actual notice thereof by the service of a copy
of the caveat with an opportunity to answer. In connection with this caveat, it
is of importance to note that it cannot be entertained by the Register "unless
such caveator or caveators, appellant or appellants, shall within ten days after
the filing of such caveat or appeal enter into a bond . . " to cover costs, generally in the penal sum of five hundred dollars. 18 The entry of this bond within
the time sp'ecified is mandatory, as otherwise "the caveat or appeal shall be considered as abandoned and shall be dismissed."' 1 You will notice that the Act
mentions an appeal from the Register and refers to appellants. Such appeal
is apt where the will has already been probated, or on caveat probate has been
refused, whereupon the record will be remitted by the Register to the Orphans'
Court and upon petition filed all parties who do not join in the petition, no
matter on which side of the contest, may be brought in by citation.
After the matter has thus been brought at issue in the Orphans' Court,
while no time limit is fixed by that court for its prosecution, it has been almost
universally held that the matter must progress with due diligence, particularly
if the settlement and distribution of the decedent's estate is being delayed by the
pend~ncy of the appeal, and upon petition of the respondents the court will
make inquiry and dismiss the appeal if the delay is attributable to neglect or
20
bad faith.
Where the question is before the Register, he may at his option certify the
entire record to the Orphans' Court 2' "for the determination by said court of
such disputable and difficult matter, giving convenient notice of the time when
the matter will be heard in said court to all persons interested."22 Apparently the
manner and method of giving such notice is to be fixed by the court after the
certification of the record to it and would be by citation. Like procedure may
be instituted in the Orphans' Court itself,28 and presumably on the same "convenient notice."
While as above noted there is no time limit for the probate of a will, there
is a limitation of time, viz: twenty-one years, after which letters cannot be granted
"except by order of the Orphans' Court upon due cause shown." 24
So far, we have considered matters only arising before or at the grant of
letters. Where letters of administration are involved or where letters testamentary
are to be granted to a non-resident, a bond must of course be entered. Anyone
desiring to except to the sufficiency of such bond has the right so to do, in which
18Register of Wills Act
1iRegister
of Wills Act
2
0Alleman's Est., 25 D.
21Register of Wills Act
22id.

2

of
of
&
of

1917, Sec. 20 (a), 20 PS 2001.
1917, Sec. 20 (b), 20 PS 2002. Bailey's Est., 71 P.L.J. 895.
C. 542.
1917, Sec. 19, 20 PS 1982.

24BRegister of Wills Act of 1917, Sec.

18, 20 PS 1987.

Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 2 (b), 20 PS 342. See Treat's Est., 341 Pa. 342.
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25
case the executor or administrator has "not exceeding ten days to answer," and
days
thirty
of
space
the
"during
security
additional
give
must
if so required
26
No such proceeding can be taken "after
after the making" of the order.
three months elapsed from the time of the filling of a full and perfect inven27
tory."

Where, after the grant of letters, procedure is taken to revoke letters of
administration or open the probate or revoke letters28 testamentary, the law provides for notice to the parties interested by citation.
Some time back, we adverted to the fact that a person must actually be dead
before letters are granted. Prior to 1885, there was no remedy to this situation,
29
by the probut since that date, and particularly under the Fiduciaries Act
ceedings there outlined, a person can be decreed to be presumed to be dead
"on account of absence for seven or more years from the place" of domicile.3 0
Obviously, in a matter of such importance, that is the finding of the presumption of a death not actually known to have occurred, it was of great importance to provide every safeguard against hasty or ill considered action. It
was of equal importance to provide notice of the proceeding (necessarily, from
the facts involved, by advertisement) to be given as widely as possible, so that
the fact of the application might be brought to the attention of the presumed
decedent if actually alive, or any of his friends, relatives or acquaintances who
might have knowledge of his whereabouts. To repeat and delineate in full all
of the various requirements of the Act in this regard would unduly prolong
the subject matter of this discussion, but the requirements of the Act and the
rules of court pertinent thereto should be carefully studied.
After the grant of letters, whether testamentary or administration, the first
thing to be done by the attorney for the estate is to see that notice of the grant
' 31
"once a week for at least six successive
of letters is given "immediately"
weeks.""
For reasons which more fully appear hereafter, this immediate advertisement is of the utmost importance, as it not only fixes a limit of time during which
creditors should notify the fiduciary of their claim, but also establishes a starting point for the computation of time which must elapse before the filing of
an account.
25

Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 8 (f), 20 PS 408.
26id.
27id.
28Register of Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 5, 20 PS 1863.
ZgSection 6, 20 PS 371.
80id.
BIFiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 10, 20 PS 441.

82id.
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Where the will that has been probated contains any devise or bequest to a
corporate body, it is required that notice of such devise or bequest must be given
to such corporate body by the executor or administrator "within three months
after they undertake the execution of such will".3 In at least one county (Montgomery) this requirement is considered of sufficient importance that the statement of proposed distribution devotes a paragraph thereto under which the
accountant must certify as to the time and method of giving such notice. While
the Act does not limit the notice to charitable corporations, presumably such
bodies will be those most frequently involved, as of course it is provided that
charitable bequests are void unless the will was executed "at least thirty days"
before the death of the testator."' A special Act was passed to show how this
time should be computed, that is, "to exclude the first and to include the last
day thereof"."

In point of time, the next important step to be taken by the fiduciary is the
preparation of an inventory and appraisement which must be filed "within
thirty days" from the grant of letters. 36 The performance of this duty was considered of sufficient importance that it has been included in the oath of office
administered by the Register, yet as a matter of actual practice the writer has
found that it has been given little attention by the bar. Also in many cases, as
a practical matter it is almost impossible to complete an even approximately
perfect inventory and appraisement within this time limit. Some such limit
had to be imposed, however, in order to provide a time after which proceedings
for removal of a fiduciary could be taken for the failure to file an inventory
and appraisement. 37 Having decided that the time is ripe for the filing of this
document, it is the duty of the executors and administrators to give "convenient
notice to the appraisers of the decedent's estate of a time and place for making
the inventory and appraisement thereof." 8 At such time and place there should
be produced or made known to them the whole of the personal estate of the
decedent which may have come to their possession or knowledge "in the presence
of such of the persons interested in the estate as may attend." 39 Here again the
requirement or suggestion contained in the Act of Assembly has apparently
been honored more in its breach than in its observance, but the writer has found
that the submission of a copy of the completed inventory and appraisement
to the parties in interest before it is actually filed is not only advisable and an
act of courtesy but prevents embarrassing questions which might arise in the
future, and also if the parties can be persuaded to give the matter their atten33Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 19, 20 PS 631.
84Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 6, 20 PS 195.
85Act
of May 16, 1939, P. L. 141, No. 2, 20 PS 195.
6
87 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 11(a), 20 PS 442.
8 As provided in the first clause of Sec. 53(a) of the Fiduciaries Act of 1917, 20 PS 921.
8SFiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 11(j), 20 PS 451.
9
8 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 11(j), 20 PS 451.
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tion, precludes the necessity of later on filing a supplemental or amended inventory.
Where the decedent at the time of his death was an inmate of any stateowned institution, within three months after the grant of letters a sworn report
of all assets must be filed with the Department of Revenue. 40 Presumably the
filing of a certified copy of the inventory and an affidavit as to the real estate
would be sufficient for this purpose.
In the absence of some direction in the will to the contrary, neither an
executor nor an administrator has any reason to meddle with the decedent's real
estate. Such occasion arises most frequently where the personal 'estate of the
decedent is insufficient for the payment of his debts. In such case in the event
of a probable insufficiency of personal assets, the executor or administrator or
any creditor or other person interested has the right upon application to the
court for authority and direction "to collect such rents for such period as the
court shall fix."' 4 1 Presumably such application should be made within a year
after the decedent's.death. The results of the failure to act within this time on
the presumption that it was with the consent of the heir and next of kin of the
decedent or his residuary devisee has caused in at least one case' 2 a considerable
loss of time and money to all parties involved and imposed an entirely unwarranted burden on the court. While notice of the proposed action is not required by the Act, if taken in. time and given to the parties interested as noted
in the case cited, many of the difficulties that there arose would have been
avoided.
If the decedent at the time of his death, either himself or jointly with
others, was engaged in any business which his 'executor or administrator desires
to organize as a corporation, this may bE accomplished by petition to the Orphans'
Court having jurisdiction of the accounts of such fiduciary upon "such notice as
shall be prescribed by said court" to all persons having any beneficial interest,
vested or contingent, 43in the estate of the decedent in being at the time of the
filing of the petition.
In the absence of some controlling reason to the- contrary it is the duty of
an executor or administrator to dispose of the personal estate during the time5
limit fixed as the period for distribution, formerly a year,44 now six months,'
particularly where the money may be required for the payment of creditors, or
if no such question arise, where any of the parties may not be willing to take
distribution in kind. Where the asset involved is stock having a ready market,
the matter is simple. As it has been said:
40Under the Act of April 25, 1929, P. L. 704, 71 PS 1782.
41Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 14, 20 PS 503.

42Shibe's Est., 41 D. & C. 315, 50 D. & C, 246.
43Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 42(b), 20 PS 808.
44Merkel's Est., 131 Pa. 584; Borell's Est., 256 Pa. 523.
45Curran's Est., 18 D. & C. 103.
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"The general rule for the administration of an estate requires
the administrator to convert the assets in order that distribution
may be made, unless the parties desire that distribution be made in
specie," and the facts show that distribution can be so made. If
not it becomes "the duty of the administrator to sell,46 and not take
the chance of a depreciation in value of the assets."
"This sale should normally be a public sale, after notice to
the parties interested, and adequate advertisement, according to
the circumstances, in order that the highest prices might be realized.
If an administrator sells at public sale, the burden is upon anyone
who seeks to surcharge him with a loss; but in case he sells at
private sale, which he has the legal right to do, the burden is on
him to show that47the prices obtained were the market values of
the articles sold."
If during his lifetime the decedent has entered into any contracts either
for the purchase or sale of real estate, the procedure is as set forth in the Act of
Assembly, but in all cases is based on "due notice of such petition to the parties
interested, according to the nature of the proceeding."48 As to such of the
49
parties who are not thus notified, the decree will be of no effect.
From the standpoint of the executor or administrator himself, one of his
principal responsibilities is the duty imposed of paying the just debts of the
decedent. The law is explicit as to the manner and priority of payments:
"All debts owing by any person within this state, at the time
of his decease, shall be paid by his executors or administrators,
so far as they have assets, in the manner and order following,
namely: (1) Funeral expenses, medicine furnished and medical
attendance given during the last illness of the decedent, and
servants' wa es, not exceeding one year; (2) rents, not exceeding
one year, (3 all other debts, without regard to the quality of the
same, except debts due to the commonwealth, which shall be last
paid."5 0
Under the Federal Statutes certain claims of the United States Government
have priority.
In making all payments, however, great care should be exercised as any
deviation from the beaten path may react as a surcharge against the administrator
or executor. He should assure himself, first, that the estate is absolutely solvent
so that it can not only pay all proper creditors in full, but also provide the widow,
if any, or children, the exemption of $500; second, that the claim is proper in
amount and actually due by the estate; and third, where possible he should have
the written approval of the disbursement by the next of kin, or at least the
'46Adjudication by Lamorelle, P. J., affirmed in Tyson's Est., 80 Super. 29.
47id.
48
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 18(a), 20 PS 611.
49
Hoffner v. Wynkoop, 97 Pa. 130.
5OFiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 13(a), 20 PS 501.
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major portion of those who are sui juris, if there be any. If there be any doubt
as to any of these requisites the claim should not be paid, but submitted to the
court at the time of the audit of the account.
From the standpoint of the creditor, it is of the utmost importance that
they give written notice of their claims to the executor or administrator within
"six months after" the grant of letters, provided the fiduciary has immediately
advertised the grant of letters, 61 otherwise distribution may be made without the
52
audit of an account.
It is also to be noted that the creditors who have thus given notice are
entitled "to receive actual notice - of the filing of" the account. 53
The debts outlined above that have priority under clause (1) preferred
in the order of payment of rents may and should be paid if demand is made immediately. No other payments need be made "until six months have fully elapsed
from the granting of the administration on the estate." 54 Actually, if the fiduciary
has any real reason to believe that the estate will prove to be insolvent, great
care should be taken in paying any debts or claims whatever prior to their allowance at an audit, as any creditor affected by the payment would have the right
to object as to its propriety either as to the person supposedly entitled thereto or
the amount paid.
Certain of the most intricate provisions of the law are those having to do
with the lien of deced'ent's debts. Such lien continues only for "one year after
the decease of such debtor" unless action is brought and indexed "within said
period," 55 whereupon it is again only a lien for a period of five years unless the
parties are "warned by a writ of scire facias."'' Heretofore 7 this period of time
could not be prolonged by any nunc pro tunc order and an action commenced
even one day after the year has expired was too late. 58
From the standpoint of creditors, it is particularly important to note that
the period runs not from the date of the grant of letters, but from the date of
death, and if during such period steps are not taken by the proper parties or by
the creditor to insure the grant of letters with one year, the lien is lost.
Judgments, recovered before death but which were "not liens on the real
estate of the decedent by entry or revival" must be revived within the said period
of one year.59 Those which were liens continue nidi for five years."a
51Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 49(b), 20 PS 862.
52id. Ray's Est., 345 Pa. 210.
53
5 4Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 46(c), 20 PS 833.
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 12, 20 PS 502.
565 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 15, 20 PS 521.
6Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 15(e), 20 PS 525.
57See now the Act of May 23, 1945, No. 351.
68KIine's Est., 20 Berks 149.
59Fi.juciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 15(f), 20 FS 526.,

SbFsidutiaries Act bf 0911; Sec. 15(), 20 P.S. 52".
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Having thus provided the period during which the debt is a lien, the law
is equally explicit60 in outlining the procedure to be taken by the executor or the
administrator for the sale or mortgage of real estate to pay such debts if it shall
appear that the personal estate and the rents of the real estate are insufficient, but in
any such case it is necessary that the proceedings not only be instituted but
completed within the one year period."1
It would unduly prolong this discussion to outline in detail the intricate
provisions of the Act relating to public or private sales or mortgages and the
notice to be given the parties either by citation or by advertising and posting.
The Act should be carefully studied and its provisions as carefully compiled
with.
Formerly it was provided that the failure to take out letters did not toll the
Statute of Limitations.62 By a later amendment, however, 63 if the action was
not actually barred at the time of the decedent's death, it could be brought at
any time within one year thereafter.
In the case of any claim, however, whether in suit or not the fiduciary has
the right of compromise and settlement on proper petition "and after due notice
to all parties interested.""4
Upon proper documents filed with the Register, including particularly
the statement of proposed deductions, the duty devolves upon him to appoint
appraisers to appraise the estate and assess the inheritance tax, 65 of which assessment and appraisement immediate notice should be given by him to the parties
liable for the payment of tax. No reference is given to this in the Act, but
obviously since a time limit is fixed for the appeal, such time does not begin
to run until actual notice is given.6 6 The parties are bound unless they appeal
therefrom "within sixty days."' 7 This provision as to the time limit for appeals
is mandatory, though in certain jurisdictions under exceptional circumstances
6
appeals have been allowed nunc pro tunc. 8

As to the actual payment of inheritance tax, if made
from the date of death there is a discount of five per cent.
and within one year there is no discount or penalty, but if
the penalty is at twelve per cent., six per cent., or the rate
6 9
circumstances.

within three months
After three months
made after one year
earned, according to

60Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 16, 20 PS 551.
61Smith
v. Wildman, 178 Pa. 245.
6
ZFiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 36, 20 PS 783.
6SAct of July 2, 1937, P. L. 2755, 20 PS 772,
64This is under Section 40 of the Fiduciaries Act of 1917, 20 PS 787. This was passed because
the Commissioners believed that as the law stood prior to Act it was doubtful whether the
court 6had
the power to authorize compromises.
5
66 Act of June 20, 1919, P. L. 521, Sec. 10, 72 PS 2325.
6 Schmuckli's Est., 47 Lanc. 89; relying on Belcher's Est., 211 Pa. 615.
7Act of May 27, 1943, P. L. 757, 72 PS 2327.
68Oberlaender's Est., 31 Berks 339; Adams' Est., 20 Erie 126, 34 D. & C. 93; Tagg's Est..,
39 Dauph...48, 20 D. & C. 691.
6OAct of Mdy 27, 1943, P. L. 757, Sections 5 and 6, 20 Ai 2362.
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These remarks apply to all estates, but if the entire estate of the decedent
is of the gross value of over $60,000, other duties devolve upon the executor
or administrator. First and most important, he must give within sixty days of
the grant of letters notice thereof to the Collector of Internal Revenue acting
for the Treasury Department on forms provided by him.
If the estate is over $60,000 gross, and assuming you have filed the preliminary return, regardless of the ultimate value of the estate net, and even
though it may not be subject to tax, final returns have to b'e filed with the Collector of Internal Revenue within fifteen months after the date of death and
payment of the tax must be made within that period if penalty is to be avoided.
As soon as six months begin to expire after the grant of letters, you will
generally notice that heirs, beneficiaries, legatees or unpaid creditors are getting
restless and will want an account filed. For this they have complete warrant in
the law,"0 which provides:
"It shall be the duty of every executor and administrator to
file in the register's office a just account of the administration of
the estate at the expiration of six months from the time of
administration granted or when thereunto required by the orphans'
court."
This provision of the statute is of importance from two viewpoints, first
an account filed before the expiration of six months is of no avail, 71 and secondly
if the filing of the account is delayed after this period, tht executor or admin72
istratorr may be cited to file the same.
Neither provision applies to letters pendente lite
probably durante minoritate, as in each of those cases
promptly when the purpose for the interim appointment
As to other accounts, in conformity with or as a corollary

or de bonis non and
accounts may be filed
has been accomplished.
to the Act of Assembly

it has been provided by our own rules of court 73 that such accounts "shall not

be audited or confirmed unless six months shall have elapsed between the date of
the first complete advertisement of the grant of letters and the date of thL
Register of Wills' first advertisement of the filing of the account."
Aside from this close question of timing in Philadelphia County to appear
on any certain audit list accounts must be filed with the Register not later than
3 P. M. on the fifth Wednesday preceding such list. 74 Where the account is under

$500 and the procedure is under the Statute 6 here again the time for the filing
70Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 46(a), 20 PS 831.
Est., 29 Dist. 230; Cotter's Est., 27 Dist. 1023; Bunting's Est., 8 D. & C. 746.
771Cooper's
2
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 46(a), 20 PS 831.
73Rule
6
(C).
74
Rule 6 (D).
75Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 49(c), 20 PS 863 as amended by the Act of June 24, 1939,

P. L. Y08.
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of the account with the petition for its confirmation is "after the expiration of
six months after the date of granting the letters testamentary or of administration" and the period for confirmation thereof is "at the end of thirty days from
the date of filing the petition and account."
Immediately upon the filing of the account, the question of notice thereof
76

arises.

Formal notice is given by publication by the Register of Wills.

Such advertising "is notice to all parties in interest, creditors as well as beneficiaries" 77 but is futile if the account has been prematurely filed.7 8

This is all

well and good for interested parties of whom the account has no actual knowledge. As to all others, however, that is any person who, claiming to be interested
in thL estate of any decedent as creditor, legatee, next of kin or otherwise, has
given written notice of his claim to the executor, administrator or trustee, or his
attorney,79 actual written notice must be given to them of the filing of the account. This is also embodied in the Orphans' Court Rules adopted by the Supreme
Court,8 0 and thereunder such action is now mandatory or the account will not

be confirmed. 81
Aside from the provisions of the Statute or the Rules of Court, however,
it would seem to have all the elements of good sound common sense to let people
know when an account has been filed which will affect their interests so that
they will be in a position not only to look over the the account and see if they
have any objections to it, but also will be aware of the approximate time when
they can look for its audit on confirmation. Most parties in interest, either as
residuary legatees or next of kin, have a very natural curiosity to know how the
fiduciary has done his duty, and this is their chance to find out.
In all counties there is an interval of time between the filing of the account
and its audit. In Philadelphia county the minimum is slightly under five weeks.
After the accounts have come up to the Clerk's office from the Register's office, it is
his duty to give notice of the hearing of the audit lists by advertising the same
once a week for three weeks. 82 This advertisement shows the precise date, hour
and room in which each account will come up for its preliminary call for audit.
Notice must also be given in certain cases to the Department of Revenue and
to the United States Veterans Bureau. 83
Where the accountant or his counsel has knowledge of any disputed question, whether as to the rights of a legatee, next of kin or creditor, written notice
of the actual date of the audit should be given, and if possible this could and
76Under Section 46(d) of the Fiduciaries Act of 1917, 20 PS 834.
Est., 2 D. & C. 433.
Hayden's Est., 28 Dist. 39.
79Fiduciaries Act of 1917 Sec. 46(c), 20 PS 833.
80Rule
3 of Section 6.
8
77
Bain's
78

lid., and see Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 46(f) 20 PS 836.
82Rule
6 (F).
83
See Acts of April 25, 1929, P. L. 704, 71 PS 1782 alnd April 24, 1929, P. L 647, 20 PS 788.
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should be combined with the notice of the filing of the account, and the parties
interested pro and con in the question involved should also have notice of what
that question is. This is excellent insurance against a later application for a bill
of review. If an auditor is appointed, he must give notice to the parties as re84
quired by rule.
After the audit, if any party affected thereby desires to file exceptions to
the adjudication, such must be filed with the Clerk of the Court within fifteen
days from the date of the filing of the adjudication, 85 otherwise at the end of such
period the confirmation becomes absolute. At the same time:
"Copies of all exceptions shall, immediately after the filing
thereof, be sent to counsel for the accountant, to all counsel of record for antagonistic interests, and to the judge whose finding is
excepted to, otherwise the exceptions may not be considered.' 86
Under exceptional circumstances and with the consent of opposing counsel,
such exceptions may be filed nunc pro tunc. All exceptions will appear as of
course on the next argument list if they are filed before 3 P. M. on the Thursday
before the call of such list if at that time the period for filing exceptions has
expired.
In order to afford opportunity for the filing of such exceptions, it is a
courteous and proper thing for counsel for the accountant or the accountant
itself to see that all parties affected by the adjudication are sent a copy thereof
as soon as practicable after th same has been filed, though failure to do this
will not excuse any person affected thereby from watching the progress of proceedings and the record thereof so that action can be taken in time if exceptions be necessary.
The effect of filing the account is from the date of its filing to toll the
Statute of Limitations87 as respects the claim of any creditor to the same effect
as though on that date he had brought suit, and this is regardless of the length
of time after the filing of the account that may intervene prior to its audit or
the adjudication.
Despite all the precautions that should normally be taken it occasionally
happens that errors of fact or law apparent on the face of the record, or ascertainable from facts admittedly correct occurring after the account has been filtA,
creep in, generally through no fault of the court, but by inadvertence of counsel,
such as an error in stating the number or relationship of distributtes, the fact
of their continuance in life, or the amount of a claim or the name or status of
claimant.
84

See Orphans' Court Rules as adopted by the Supreme Court, Sec. 8, Rules 1-8 which should
be strictly
followed. Herring's Est., 11 D. & C. 519.
8
5Rule 7 (A).
88Ical Rule 7 (B).
87EIwood's Est., 309 Pa. 505.
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Under principles of equity, such errors will generally be corrected by the
court on its own motion, but, failing that, there should be filed a petition by
the accountant or party in interest wherein all parties join or are cited to show
cause.
However, any matter left open in the original adjudication may be the
subject of a further hearing without the necessity of such proceeding.
In any event where such course seems necessary or advisable it is wise to
have final confirmation suspended as after such final confirmation the court may
require the filing of a bill of review even though all parties in interest agree to
the proposed amendment.
This remedy being normally readily available it is not good practice to file
to an adjudication exceptions relating to matters that have not been considered
by the auditor or auditing judge.
The procedure for amendment is limited to where the errors are obvious
and presumably will not be contested. In most cases all parties affected will be
willing to join in the petition. If not the procedure is by citation.
The procedure for review88 is available where the action is adverse and hence
in most cases all parties that do not join must be notified by citation.
Aside from the other limitations imposed by the Act, there is, in the absence of fraud, an absolute time limit of five years after the date of the final
decree." 9 As it has been said:
". .. except where fraud is properly alleged and proved,
there can be no review of an account presented to the orphans'
court, advertised, audited, adjudicated and confirmed absolutely
after five years from the date of the decree of confirmation; it
matters not that some of the parties in interest were minors or under
other disability at the time of the entry of the decree. Such a decree
is binding upon all the world unless fraud be shown.""
From these decisions it will be noted how important it is that parties affected should have notice of all that happens step by step. Most of the applications for review, whether successful or not, arise from alleged failure to give or
to receivt such notice.
Assuming an uncontested audit, the duties of an executor or administrator
normally terminate with distribution of the net estate to the heirs or beneficiaries under the will. If the account is promptly filed it follows the adjudicaBSFiduciaries
Act of 1917, Sec. 48, 20 PS 843..
9
8 Stetson's Est., 305 Pa. 62.

IdElkins' Est., 325 Pa. 573, 576.
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tion; if not, it can be compelled but not "until six months be fully expired
from the granting of the letters - - -."91

92
noted, it is at the accountant's risk.

Prior to such period, as heretofore

These acts and various provisions apply only to fiduciaries. A special rule
has been made affecting any employer in this Commonwealth who may make
distribution "at any time not less than thirty days after the death of his employee" of wages due the decedent not in excess of $250. to the wife, children,
father or mother, sister or brother of the decedent in the order named.93
Turning now from the rights and obligations of the fiduciary to the rights
and restrictions of creditors as we have previously observed, all creditors should
immediately after they receive notice either actual or by reading the advertisements, present written notice of their claims to the executor or administrator
or his counsel. This entitles him to actual notice of the audit and if they "neglect
or refuse to present" their claims at such audit, they shall not be "entitled to
94
receive any share of the assets distributed in pursuance" thereof.
Of course, if the creditor finds out about the audit and presents his claim
thereat, he will be heard, but it is a mark of courtesy to the attorney and respect
to the court to advise the former well prior to the audit of any claim so that
if disputed a special day can be fixed for the hearing. This applies to claims
that are presently due as well as those that may be due in the future for which
96
assets must be set aside as security.
All persons known to the accountant entitled to distribution under the
Intestate Act should as above set forth receive notice of the filing of the account
and the audit. All others are barred unless they make claim within seven years.96
In the normal case distribution will have been made long before the expiration
of this period.
Where only a surviving spouse is known to have survived an intestate, he
or she is of course entitled to the entire amount of the personal estate for distribution. Naturally enough it was the care of 'ihe Legislature in such a case to
see that the rights of all other possible parties in interest are properly protected
by notice of the proceeding, and the applicable Statute 97 should be carefully
considered in all matters of this nature.
91Fiduciaries
Act of 1917, Sec. 49(a), 20 PS 861.
2

9 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 49(b), 20 PS 862, and see Ray's Est., 345 Pa. 210; Plogstert's
Est., 9354 Pa. 474.

SAct of March 27, 1945, No. 38, being the last amendment to Section 49(f) of the Fiduciaries

Act, 20
PS 867.
94
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 49(d), 20 PS 864.
95
Speare's Est., 349 Pa. 76.

"GAct of June 4, 1943, P. L. 864, 20 PS 134.
7lnftetate Act of 1917, Sec. 17(b), 20 PS 112.
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Where any portion of the estate for distribution has been assigned, the only
sure method of protecting the rights of the assignee is for him to give notice
thereof to the fiduciary by filing with him either a duplicate original or a true
and correct copy of such assignment. In such case the assignee would be entitled
to the same notice of all proceedings as is required with respect to his assignor.
If the adjudication provides for the filing of a schedule of distribution,
such should be prepared by counsel or the accountant and filed promptly after
the confirmation of the account has become absolute. Where distribution is in kind, the court generally requires that the distributees approve
the schedule, as this is the only way of being assured that they have had notice
thereof. Lacking such approval the schedule is submitted to the auditing judge
who may make "such orders with respect to notice to the parties as he may deem
proper," 98 and any objections to the schedule as finally approved by the court
either with or without a hearing must be filed "with the Clerk of the court
within fifteen days from the date thereof." 99
The thing the distributees are interested in, however, is actual payment of
the money to which they are entitled. If not promptly paid, the court on petition will issue its order to pay to which there can be no effective answer except
as to matters which have arisen subsequently to the award. 100 Such order is effective as against the fiduciary ten dayi after personal service of a certified copy
thereof upon him.
Where for any reason payment has been made and a refunding bond required from the distributee except in the case of disability "no action or suit
thereon shall be brought after the expiration of six years from the date of such
bond," 101 or under certain02 circumstances "not exceeding two years" from the
removel of such disability.'
Where a distributee takes steps to protect himself by filing a transcript of
balances found due by fiduciaries in the Court of Common Plas, 108 they "cease
at the expiration of five years" from the date of entry to be .a lien "unless revived
by sci. fa."' 1 4 but they must have been filed during the lifetime of the executor.' 06
If the award is discharged by the fiduciary he may petition for relief if the distributee refuses to satisfy the lien or judgment "for the space of thirty days after
request in writing."' 06
MSRule 7 (b).
99id.
0

'O Cancelmo's Est., 17 D. & C. 339.

10Fiduciaries Act of 1917 Sec. 50(b), 20 PS 869.

102id.

lOSUnder Section 51(a) of the Fiduciaries Act, 20 PS 870.

1O4id.
lOgRowland v. Harbaugh, 5 Watts 365.
lO6Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 51(b), 20 PS 871.
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When a decedent leaves a widow, and especially where the estate is very
small, a particularly important point for the fiduciary to decide is his responsibility in connection with the payment of the widow's eieemption.1 07 If there
be no widow "or if she has forfeited her rights, then the children forming part
of the family of any decedent" whose estate is subject to the jurisdiction of the
Orphans' Court, are entitled to the same exemption. The procedure incident to
obtaining the exemption, aside from these set forth in the Act of Assembly, is
outlined in detail in both the Supreme Court Rules' 08 and our local rules. 109
The Act itself gives no time limit with respect to the claim for exemption. The cases, however, show that demand must be made during her lifetime
and must be made within a reasonable time after the right accrues. What is a
reasonable time depends upon the circumstances of each particular caes." 10
"The question of laches is determined on equitable principles
and the widow's rights should only be defeated when it clearly
appears that under all the attending circumstances she failed to
exercise due diligen& and that her delay was prejudicial to
others.""'
In view of the fact that the claim of the widow for her exemption is allowable as a tax deduction if actually made, regardless of the circumstances of tht
widow, it is the best practice to have her make written demand upon the fiduciary
for the payment of her exemption as soon as possible after letters have been
granted.
Assuming that the application or claim has been made in due season, the
rules of court above referred to should be followed carefully to see that the "requirements as to notice, by advertisement or otherwise, as may be prescribed by
the orphans' court of the proper county by general rule or otherwise" are fully
met, since it has been held that "in the absence of all evidence to the contrary
it must be assumed that such notice was given, and being given, it would have
11
'the same effect as actual notice'."'
In addition to the $500. exemption, there must be considered the question of the $5,000. allowance, 118 which vests immediately upon death in a surviving spouse where the decedent died actually intestate leaving no issue. 114
1O7Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 12, 20 PS 471.
108Sec.
12, Rule 1.
9
lO No. 12.

l1OSee Davies' Est., 146 Super. 7, where most of the important cases relating to alleged laches
on the part of the widow are discussed.
lid. p. 13.

l12Holben's Est., 300 Pa. 169, 173.
llsntestate Act of 1917, P. L. 429, Sec. 2, 20 PS 11.
1' 4See Supreme Court Rules Sec. 12, Rule 2, local rule 13.
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The statutory provision as to notice is exactly as hereinbefore quoted with
respect to the exemption and the rules of court adopted with respect thereto
should be followed with the same fidelity.
In both cases the parties to receive notice would be in addition to the
fiduciary (unless he is the petitioner) all parties interested in the estate who
could possibly be financially affected by the result of the application.
Where a decedent left a will and also a surviving spouse, such spouse has
the right of election as to whether or not he or she will take under or against
where
the will,11 which right must be exercised actually or by inference "except
116
such surviving spouse is the sole legatee and beneficiary under the will."

Depending upon the provisions of the will, the fact of the existence of this
right imposes serious duties upon the executor on the one hand and on the surviving spouse on the other. As to the former, he is protected by law"' in that he
is not required to make any payment to a surviving spouse (except the widow's
exemption) until he or she has formally made election as required by law.
From the standpoint of the surviving spouse, it is of importance, particularly
where the will gives him or her less than would be the share under the Intestate
Act, that counsel be consulted immediately, as the provisions relating to the time
and method of executing and filing the election are mandatory and are intended
to provide hot only to the executor but also the world at large prompt and exact
notice as to whether or not the spouse will elect to take under or against the will.
The election executed as provided by law"18 must be "delivered to the
executor or administrator of the estate of such decedent within one year after
the issuance of letters testamentary or of administration,"' "19 or if there has been
a will contest, "at any time within thirty days after the final adjudication of the
contest.' 20
The provisions of the Act imposing this time limit are mandatory and not
directory and it is clearly indicated that relief upon failure strictly to obserVe
the provisions of the Act cannot be granted ex gratia, 121 even though the rights
of innocent third persons have not intervened.
There are two methods provided now for either the shortening of the time
limit or the lengthening thereof. As to the first, if the surviving spouse seems
to be a little dilatory in electing, it is provided" 22 that "at any time after six
115Wills Act of 1917, P. L. 403, Sec. 23, 20 PS 2061.
116Act of April 24, 1929, P. L. 648, 20 PS 262.
117Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 23(c), 20 PS 263.
11SWills Act of 1917, Sec. 23(b), 20 PS 862.
119id.
120Act of July 8, 1935, P. L. 611, 20 PS 262.

121innich's Est., 288 Pa. 354 (1927).
Est., 77 P. L. J. 622.

This was not true under the prior Acts. Curry's

122Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 23(d), 20 PS 264.
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months from the death of the testator" the Orphans' Court may on the application of any person interested in the estate issue its citation to the surviving spouse
"to appear at a certain time not less than one month thereafter" and make his
election. In either event, that is, the failure to 'elect under this clause of the Act
or the failure to elect within one year, if this procedure is not taken such "neglect
or refusal shall b'e deemed an election to take under the will.' 123
As to the latter, that is, lengthening the time for the election, it frequently
happens that the provisions of the will or the status of the estate, either considered
separately or together, render it impossible for a surviving spouse to decide
whether it would b'e to his or her advantage to elect to take under or against
the will within the time limit of one year as prescribed by the Act. This situation has now been relieved' 2' by a provision that on application by a surviving
spouse to the Orphans' Court "made within seven months after the death of the
testator" a citation will be issued to all parties affected by the application to appear and show cause "why the time for the filing of such election should not be
extended for such period and upon such terms and conditions as the court" may
decree. The time limit thus fixed by the court supersedes that fixed by the statute.
Notice of the election in the first instance need only be given to the fiduciary.
It is his duty to record (unless there be no real estate) and file the same as
provided in the Act.' 25 It is the recording and filing of the 'election that gives
notice to the world, and particularly that part of the world which comprises
the parties who are affected thereby. In most counties it is provided that there
must be included in the statement of proposed distribution a precise statement
covering first the existence of a surviving spouse, and secondly outlining the steps
that have been taken to have the election properly executed, recorded and filed.
If less than a year has elapsed since the grant of letters and there has been no
election by the surviving spouse who is not given the entire estate by will, normally no distribution will be directed until such necessary steps have been taken.
Where all the patties interested in an estate are of full age and sui juris,
all notice of whatever nature is, of course, given to them or accepted by them
individually in their own right. Where any party involved is a minor, however,
the situation is different and the procedure to be taken depends upon whether the
minor's interest is immediate (that is, whether or not he is presently entitled in
distribution) or remote, as in the case of one having a possible contingent interest in remainder.
In the former case, unless there exists already a testamentary guardian, a
126
guardian must be appointed for the estate of the minor.
123id.

124By the Act of June 24, 1939, P. L. 705, 20 PS 266.
125Wills Act of 1917, Sec. 23(e), 20 PS 265, and see McCurdy's Est., 50 D. & C. 403
where the precise procedure is outlined.
126As provided in the Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 59, 20 PS 1021. See also Supreme Court
Rules Sec. 12, Rule 5, and local rule 14 for the details of the proceedings and the notice required
both to the minor where over the age of fourteen and other parties involved.
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Where the minor's interest is not immediate, but remote as in the case
of a possible interest in remainder in a trust 'estate created by the will of the
decedent, and in fact "in all cases in which proceedings may be had in any
orphans' court affecting the interest of a minor notice of such proceedings shall
be given" either to the guardian of the minor, or if he has none, the court "shall
127
either with or
appoint a guardian ad litem for such minor" for such purpose
28s
In the case of an ordinary administration of an estate
without a petition.
where matters of no moment are involved, it has heretofore been and still is the
theory' 2 9 that minors thus interested are represented by the trustee of the residuary
130
estate, even though such trustee is identical with the executor.
Also in former times it was deemed sufficient that notice of a pending audit
of a trustee's account be given to the parents of the minor. This practice was
1
radically changed after April 24, 1933 when the Supreme Court13 brought
forcibly to the attention of the bar that the provisions of the Act of Assembly as
above quoted are mandatory where the rights of a minor are affected. It set
forth the general law on the subject in no uncertain terms:
"In all judicial proceedings, actual or constructive, notice and
an opportunity to be heard, are essential before anyone's property
can be taken from him, or be converted into some other kind of
property, without his consent. This is and should be especially
true as to those who are minors. - - - 'the conclusive character
of a judgment or decree depends not only upon the statutory grant
of jurisdiction to the court pronouncing it, but upon actual jurisdiction over the persons whose rights are the subject of investigation. Unless the court has the parties before it, by appearance or
service of process, it is obvious that it cannot bind them by its
adjudications.' Under such circumstances, 2the decree of the court
is void and is subject to collateral attack."'
and as to the matter in hand reiterated the rule first laid down in 1826 where
the court said:
"I do not see how any account can be settled according to law,
where minors are interested, and those minors have no guardians
appointed to attend to their interests. . . . The final settlement of
those who administer the personal estate, is of too much importance
to be passed over without notice to those interested, and examination by them. There can be neither notice to, nor examination by a
minor. Guardians must be appointed to receive notice on th-e part
of infants, or the account wilF not be settled adcording to law."
12

7Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 59(k), 20 PS 1071.

128Act of May 6, 1931, P. L. 98, 20 PS 1011.
29
l See Steel's Est., 32 D. & C. 55, 60.
l80See Hall's Est., 36 D .& C. 582, at page 587.
Komara's Ests., 311 Pa. 135.
131In
2
lB Komara's Ests., 311 Pa. 135, at page 140.
Issid., p. 141.
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It has now become the rule, not the exception, to have such guardians ad
litem appointed to receive notice with the other parties in interest of all matters
connected with the audit of a trustee's account. This is obligatory where there
is to be any future attempt to discharge a trustee or where a trustee has died,
but under unusual circumstances where such situation does not exist and there
is every possible reason to believe that the minors either will never take or, if
they do take, will probably raise no objection to the account, a practice has
developed to have the court confirm the account without prejudice to the rights
of such minors.
By reason of the provisions of a great -many of the wills that come before
the court, it will happen that in addition to there being minors who have a
vested interest in remainder, or exclusive of such, there may be persons in the
future now unborn or unknown who may have such an interest. Formerly under
the decisions' 8 4 and now under Act of Assembly' 8 5 the court "shall have the

power, either on its own motion or on petition of any person or fiduciary interested, to appoint a trustee ad litem" inter alia for "any person who may be unknown or unborn" in any proceedings affecting their interests. 136
Equally for the purpose of notice or otherwise, a trustee durante absentia
may be appointed for a person absent and unheard of "for a period of at least
one year. 3 7 His powers cease upon the return of the missing person "before
the expiration of seven years."'

8

Where an actual trustee is to be appointed as distinguished from one ad
litem, it can only be done "with notice to all persons interested so far as such
notice can reasonably be given.""39 The reason for this is vitally important, as
prospective, are entitled to know who is to act
all parties in interest, present and
40
as the fiduciary of their estate."
Where a vacancy is caused in whole or in part by reason of the fact that
a fiduciary is serving in the armed forces of the United States or of any allied or
associated power, relief is granted by the Act of Assembly 41 on the petition of
any party in interest as to which by reason of the possible exigencies of the
situation the Act provides:
134See Smith's Petition, 291 Pa. 129, 132; Gill's Est., 293 Pa. 199, 201; Lyman v. Lyman, 203
Pa. 490, 496;Grinrod's Est., 140 Pa. 161; McCaffrey v. Givney, 223 Pa. 368; Steel's Est., 32 D.
& C. 55; Scholler's Est., 55 Montg. 36; Varga's Est., 27 Dist. 463, 66 P. L. 57; Snyder's Est., 274
Pa. 575, af'g. 1 D. & C. 513.
1a5Act of May 21, 1943, P. L. 493, 20 PS 2341.
18OSupreme Court Rules Sec. 12, Rule 4.
8l7Act of June 3, 1943, P. L. 839, 20 PS 2090.
138id.
9
1S Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 56(a), 20 PS 971. See also Supreme Court Rules Sec. 12,
Rule 6, local rule 16.
140See McCaskey's Est., 307 Pa. 172, 176.
141Act of March 20, 1942, P. L. 13, 20 PS 1176.1.
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"It shall not be necessary to secure the joinder of any other
party in interest in such petition, but notice of the presentation of
the petition shall be given to all parties in interest who are sui
juris, at such time and in such manner as the court may direct by
general rule or special order."
Having once been appointed, it would scarcely need to be said that "it is
142
the duty of a trustee to keep the beneficiaries fully informed of his acts."'
This is particularly true of any acts occurring during the administration of the
trust whereby the interests of the beneficiaries may be financially affected.
This is not only a matter of courtesy or of the right with regard to the beneficiaries, but also affords protection to the fiduciary, as it has been held that:
"A competent beneficiary who, with full knowledge of the
facts and of his rights, expressly consents to or affirms an investment by the trustee cannot, in the absence of fraud, thereafter
question its propriety.
"Such rule is applicable to the beneficiary of a spendthrift
trust as well as of any other trust." 143
The duty applies particularly to such formal matters as the filing of his accounts. These may be filed "triennially from the date of their appointment,""
and are of course required upon the termination of a trust, either in whole or in
part, or by the termination of the trustee's interest therein as by his death or
resignation, and in either event:
"Due notice of the filing of any account of a trustee in the
orphans' court of any county shall be given by advertisement or
prescribed by rule of said court, and in such other manner as the
said court may, in each particular case, direct, to all persons interested in the estate.''146
Where a guardian is appointed for the estate of a minor in order to give
public notice of the assets with which he is chargeable and also as the basis for
his future accounting, it is required that "within thirty days after any property
of his ward shall have come into his hands or possession" he must file a true
inventory and statement thereof in the office of the Cltrk of the Orphans'
Court.14
Thereafter, such guardian "at least once in every three years" must file an
interim account in thL office of the Clerk of the Orphans' Court. 14 7 If nothing
else is done, that's all that happens. There the account stays. If, however for
any reason it is desired that such account be audited, then it is provided that:
"*2Dingee
Est., 154 Super. 375.
4
1 SMiller's Est., 333 Pa. 116.
144Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 46(h), 20 PS 838.
145Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 46(i), 20 PS 839, Supreme Court Rules Sec. 6, Rule 6, local
rules 6 6 (D), (J) and (K) and see Myers' Est., 10 D. & C. 291.
14
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 59(h), 20 PS 1041.
47

1 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 59(i) 1, 20 PS 1043.
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"The court may thereupon direct to whom, and what, notice,
if any, shall be given to such next of kin, or nearest relative of age,
or the parties interested in said minor's estate, including the minor
or minors if fourteen years of age or over, of the filing of said
account or accounts and presentation of said petition.''148
A final account is filed in the office of the Register of Wills when the
guardian attains his majority or upon his death or the death or resignation
of the guardian.14 9 If the account is filed because the minor has attained his
majority, notice need only be given to the late ward.11 0
Passing now to certain matters that may come up during the administration of a trust, it is to be noted that unless otherwise provided by th'e will, a
"trustee shall have power to make a lease of real estate - - - for a term not
exceeding five years."' 51 If the desired period be longer than this, the procedure
is by petition in the Orphans' Court. The' Act itself is silent as to the notice
required in such case, but it would seem to be unquestionable that the court
would refuse to act upon such a petition in the absence of proper notice to the
parties involved.
If the fiduciary has entered security, his bond may be reduced "after such
18 2
notice as the court may require."
If the surety on the other hand desires to be discharged, he may petition
the court "to issue a citation requiring such fiduciary, at the return thereof, not
less than thirty days notice to be given to the presentation of such petition, to
file an account - - -."158 Thereafter, however, the surety can be discharged
oaly "after due notice to all parties interested.15'
Similar provisions as to the thirty days notice to the fiduciary and to the
parties in interest are required in the case of th-e discharge of a resident fiduci6
ary1 55 or in the case of the discharge of a fiduciary generally.'5 If a discharge
for any of the
is
desired
fiduciary
of
a
removal
but
the
is not contemplated,
reasons set forth in the Act, the court "may issue a citation to" any such fiduciary
57
to show cause why he should not be removed.'
If the trustee or any other fiduciary or party in interest desires to bring
158
(a proceeding
proceedings under the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act
148id., clause 4, 20 PS 1046.
'49id., clause 8, 20 PS 1056. See also Supreme Court Rules Sec. 6, Rules 5, 6 and 9, local
rule 6 (L) as to notice.
1S0id.
Act of 1917, Sec. 31, 20 PS 717.
151Fiduciaries
52

1 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 9(b), 20 PS 422.
1'3Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 54(c), 20 PS 954.
154id.
166 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 58(g), 20 PS 1000.
156Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 52(a), 20 PS 911, Supreme Court Rules ,Sec. 12 ,Rule 7.
See also local rule 17.
15Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 53(b), 20 PS 930.
168Of June 18, 1923, P. L. 840, and its amendments.
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which most of the courts seem particularly to deprecate) the Act provides that
"all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest which would
be affected by the declaration, and no declaration shall prejudice the rights of
persons not parties to the proceeding." In view of all that has heretofore been
said, this would seem to be obvious.
Notice of their required presence in court is given to a witness by a "writ
of subpoena."' 159
Notice of the taking of depositions, etc., is provided by rule,160 and the
Act specifically provides that "notice - - - shall be given to all persons inter-

ested" in any proceedings taken for the perpetuation of testimony.' 6 '

All the proceedings incident to partition 162 or under the Revised Price
Act ' are replete with the requirements of notice to various parties in interest
of all the different steps to be taken to accomplish the desired result. It would
unduly prolong this discussion to go into these matters in all their various
ramifications. Warning must be given, however, that the requirements must
64
be strictly complied with.'
6

Land may be relieved from the lien of a legacy where the legatee cannot
be found on "public notice" by advertisement "for four successive weeks" on
citation returnable "not less than twenty days after the last publication of said
notice."

65

Proceedings for the designation of curtilage must be taken only on "reasonable notice to all parties interested. 166
Unless otherwise provided, "legacies - - -

shall, in all cases, be deemed to

be due and payable at the expiration of six months from the death of the
testator" and bear interest under varying circumstances either "at the expiration of one year"; "from the date of the award" or "from the date of the death
167
of the testator."
Where a trustee is to be appointed for the protection of a life interest in
the event that the life tenant does not desire to enter security, it can only be
done "upon due notice to all persons interested, so far as such notice can reason168
ably be given."'
9

16 Orphans' Court Act of 1917, Sec. 20 (a), 20 PS 2501.
160Supreme Court Rules Sec. 3, Rule 6, local rule 3 (F).
161Orphans'
Court Act of 1917, Sec. 20(d), 20 PS 2542.
62
1 See Orphans' Court Partition Act of 1917, 20 PS 1181, etc. Supreme Courta Rules, Sec. 12,
Rule 8, local rule 18.
168Sec.
4, 20 PS 1601. Supreme Court Rules ,Sec. 12, Rule 12, local rules 20(a) et seq.
164
165 See in re Camden Trust Co., etc., 53 Dist. 571.
6 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 27(a), 20 PS 691.
16
Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 34(c), 20 PS 753.
167

Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 21, 20 PS 633.
168 Ffduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 23, 20 PS 635.
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Where legacies are charged on land "they can be enforced only" after giving
public notice as required by the Act." 9 The residuary estate can only be discharged from the lien of legacies on notice by citation. 170
Where a fund has been set aside for the payment of an annuity and for any
reason it is desired that such fund be reduced, this can only be done "after due
notice and inquiry into the facts."' 71
In proceedings for the appraisement of real estate devised at a valuation,
it is provided that "the court shall, by general rule or by special order in the particular case, provide for notice to be given to all parties interested."' 7 2
Lest there be any doubt about it, the Legislature specifically provided for an
appeal from the "definitive sentence or decree of any orphans' court - - - within three calendar months from the time of - - - final - - - decree.' 173 Even

the Supreme Court itself has no power to extend the time. 174 If it is desired
that the appeal act as a supersedeas, in most instances the time limit of twentyone days.' 75 The question of notice to be given the parties interested and the
procedure therefor, all questions to be argued on appeal and 'evidence not intended to be printed, are covered by the appellate courts in their own rules.' 78
In these and all other matters where time is to be computed either by days,
weeks or months, and whether referring to publishing of notice or actual notice,
the matter has now been made certain by the Supreme Court in its Orphans'
177
Court Rules.
69

17 Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 25(a), 20 PS 652.
1 0Fiduciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 26(b), 20 PS 672.
171Fiduciaries
Act of 1917, Sec. 26(f), 20 PS 676.
72
1 FiAuciaries Act of 1917, Sec. 33(b), 20 PS 732,. etc.
173Orphans' Court Act of 1917, Sec. 22(a), 20 PS 2601, as amended by the Act of May 11,
1927, 7P.4 L. 972, 12 PS 1136. See Henry's Est., 290 Pa. 537.
17 5Yeager's Est., 349 Pa. 222.
1 See Acts of May 11, 1927, P. L. 972, 12 PS 1136, and' April 22, 1929, P. L. 629, 12
PS 1152.
176Rule
55.
7
17 Section 4,

